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Traditional jerkbait 
fishing is great fun, 
but after fishing a 
whole day with the 

heavy gear most people 
use, you get tired in your 
shoulders and hands, and 
you miss out on the 
pleasure of fishing with 
light gear. Also because 
you are tired and the rod 
is super heavy, you may 
also miss some of the more 
delicate takes. 
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JERKBAITS 
SEE THE LIGHT

By using smaller, 
thinner, sharper trebles 
on wire extensions, it’s 
possible to use much 
lighter jerkbait gear and 
have more fun in the fight 
without going smaller in 
baits and sacrificing on 
selectivity for big pike
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OU TIRED OF HEAVY JERKBAIT RODS THAT HAVE ALL THE 
N OF A BROOMSTICK? HAVE YOU COME DOWN WITH A 
OF ‘JERKBAITER’S SHOULDER’ TRYING TO IMPART SOME 

N INTO THESE HEAVY LURES? THERE IS ANOTHER WAY... 
NISH PIKE ANGLER JENS BURSELL INTRODUCES YOU TO 

FISHING LARGE JERKBAITS WITH LIGHTER GEAR.
 For me, however, the most 
important factor is that a lighter 
rod makes the actual hooking, 
fighting and landing much more 
exciting. 
 Yet, there must be some 
logical reason why most lure 
anglers use heavy 90-150-gram 
rods when fishing large jerkbaits 
for big pike – or is there? Rods 
like this are completely 
overrated for the fighting 
abilities of even very largest 
pike. On the other hand, these 

heavy jerkbaits rods are often 
necessary for two very 
important reasons. The first is 
that when you strike, their 
power is necessary to set the 
heavy and large treble hooks in 
the hard mouth of the fish. The 
second reason is that with such 
a stiff rod, less movement is 
required to impart the 
necessary action to the jerkbait. 
However, as you will find out 
later in this article, it is not 
really necessary if you use the 

right technique and make the 
required alterations to your 
tackle and lures. 
 Let’s first examine the 
standard hooks with which 
most jerkbaits are equipped. 
On all standard sized jerkbaits 
the hooks need to be big in 
order to expose the hook 
points properly and thereby get 
a good hooking. In order to 
achieve this there must be a 
reasonably large span between 
the points of the treble, 

certainly wider than the width 
of the lure. Trebles with a big 
span between hook points are 
usually also quite heavy in the 
wire, which in turn requires 
more force on the strike in 
order to make them penetrate 
when trying to set the hook. 
 However, what if you 
decided to use smaller trebles 
with thinner wire and sharper 
points? If you mounted them in 
the traditional way with a split 
ring, it is likely that on most 

JERKBAITS JERKBAITS 
SEE THE LIGHTSEE THE LIGHT

Jens Bursell with the best of 26 pike caught in a few hours on Zalt Zs modified with lighter hooks – note the low profile baitcaster and light vertical jigging rod
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jerkbaits, the hook points 
would not have a wide enough 
gape and be very poorly 
exposed because they would lie 
within the profile of the big 
hard lure. However, what if you 
mounted these smaller and 
much sharper trebles on short 
hook-extensions made with 
wire, so they hang further away 
from the body of the hardbait? 
By doing this, I found that it is 
absolutely no problem to 
achieve a perfect hooking with 
much smaller trebles. Even 
when using rods with casting 
weights of 20-40 grams with 
jerkbaits of 12-20cm in the 50-
120-gram weight range. In fact, 
when using the wire extensions, 
the hook-ups are sometimes 
even better than with the 
original big hooks. 
 In short, using smaller and 
sharper hooks on wire 
extensions makes it possible to 
use much lighter rods without 
using smaller baits and thereby 
sacrificing the mantra ‘big bait 
for big fish’ – if that is what you 
believe.

 During the last few years I 
have tested loads of different 
ways of mounting the hook-
extensions, and in most 
circumstances it turned out that 
the most simple was the most 
effective. Tie the treble to the 
length of wire with a knotless 
knot and fix it in the eye of the 
jerkbait with a wire crimp. It 
couldn’t be easier. The 
important point is to make sure 
that the wire is short enough to 
not catch up with the other 
hooks or reach the front eye of 
the lure.

HEAVY TO LIGHT
Of course, everyone who 
knows about jerkbait fishing in 
particular and lure fishing in 
general knows that even a slight 
hook or swivel modification can 
affect the movement pattern 
and sinking rate of the bait. This 
is especially pronounced when 
the change is from lighter to 
heavier hooks. However, as the 
modification in this case goes 
from heavy to light and cause 
less water resistance during 

Small fish like this Small fish like this 
are what we are what we 
normally catch most normally catch most 
of – why not make it of – why not make it 
much more fun to much more fun to 
catch them? catch them? 
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retrieve, it hasn’t had any 
negative effect on movement 
patterns of all the different baits 
I have tested and modified. 
These include Strike Pro, Fox, 
Savage Gear, ABU, Zalt, Nils 
Master, Quantum and Westin. 
However, as the hooks go 
lighter it will naturally affect the 
density of the bait, making it a 
little lighter. This is no problem, 
as you can adjust the density by 
fine-tuning with copper or lead 

wire if you feel it’s necessary. 
Normally I don’t.
 All sorts of trebles can be 
used for modifying jerkbaits and 
other lures. As long as they are 
sharp, relatively thin, light and 
have a wide gape, they will do 
the job. I have primarily been 
using Owner STN, ST36 BC X 
and ST21 BC. The first two 
mentioned are easily heavy 
enough to combat even the 
wildest big pike, but still much 

MOUNTING TREBLE WITH KNOTLESS KNOT

1 2

3 4

5 6

Step 1 - Cut 20 centimetres of wire off a piece of 30lb b.s. coated wire.   
   Tie a knot on the end. Put the end through the hook eye.
Step 2 – Turn the free end of the wire back and around the junction of the   
   legs of the treble. 
Step 3 – Take the wire end forward.
Step 4 – Turn the wire six to eight times round the shaft.
Step 5 – Take the wire back through the eye.
Step 6 – The finished knotless knot
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sharper and lighter than most 
other hooks used on big 
jerkbaits. The latter hook 
mentioned is extremely light 
and sharp, but is a bit light if you 
really need to put pressure on a 
big fish. Nevertheless, on the 
lightest 15-30 gram rods it 
provides excellent hooking. 
Shifting two size 1/0 or 2/0 
hooks to lighter size 4-1 hooks 
will typically mean that the bait 
becomes three to five grams 
lighter.
 How small you can go with 
hooks depends on the 
broadness of the bait. The 
broader bait, the broader a 
hook is needed to secure a 
good hooking and hookhold. 
This is also the case using 
smaller hooks on wire-
extensions, but on a smaller 
scale. For most slim jerkbaits 
like Buster Jerk, Deviator, Belly 
Buster, Big Bandit and Zalt Z, I 
use a size 1 or 2 for the belly 
hook and 2 or 4 for the tail 
hook. For very broad baits like 
the Pig, Zalt Zam or similar, you 
must use slightly bigger hooks 
on the belly (1/0) to achieve a 
good hooking. 

FIRST 
EXPERIMENTS
The perfect rod for lighter 
modified jerkbaits fished from a 
boat must have approximately 
the same action and length as 
normal jerkbait rods: stiff and 
approximately six feet long. The 
major difference is that they 
must be much lighter and a bit 
more sensitive. You will find 
precisely these features on 
some of the traditional rods for 
vertical jigging and bass fishing. 
 My first experiments were 
carried out with some of the 
best vertical rods on the 
market: Henk Simonsz 
Godfather from SPRO and 
Shimano’s Speedmaster Jigging/
Jerk 180 mh at 14-28 gram and 
7-28 grams casting weight 
respectively. These rods can 
cast a normal Buster Jerk or 
Deviator – or even heavier 
lures – without problems. At 
the same time, though, they are 
still stiff enough to transfer the 
jerk movements to the lures, if 
you use the right technique. As 

MOUNTING WIRE EXTENSIONS

Step 1 – Demount the normal hooks. 
Step 2 – Thread a crimp onto the hook wire and stick through the eye of  
   the jerkbait.
Step 3 – Take the wire back through the crimp...
Step 4 – ...and once more back through the crimp.
Step 5 – Lock the crimp.
Step 6 – Cut off the end of the wire.

the rod is much lighter you 
must make the downward jerks 
in a slightly faster, more 
powerful and slashing manner 
than you would with 100-gram-
plus rods. Fished with a small 
low-profile baitcaster reel, this 
equipment is 20-30% lighter 
and lies better in the hand than 
traditional jerkbait rods and 
reels, so this fast whiplash with 
the rod is very easy. 
 Since then I have used many 
rods that also did the same job 
well: Berkley Skeletor 6ft, 8-36-

On small jerkbaits like this Fox Micro Gremlin, there 
is no need for wire extensions and smaller hooks if 
you want to use the light rods

1 2

3 4

5 6
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gram, BFT Walker Medium 40 
gram and BFT Walker Light 30 
gram. All these rods performed 
well, but I ended up with a 
slightly stiffer but still light rod 
that was a bit better at handling 
bigger fish in more difficult 
fishing situations. The light 
vertical rods have no problems 
fighting even big fish in open 
water, but in weedy waters 
with snags, it is my experience 
that a 40-gram vertical rod is 
ideal. The best rods I have tried 
for lighter jerkbaits have been a 
6ft, 20-40g Pikefighter from 
SPRO. This rod is very sensitive 
but still have the right stiffness 
and backbone to handle big fish. 
 As quite a lot of my jerkbait 
fishing is carried out wading in 
small lakes, I also use longer 
rods for jerkbaiting. In this 
situation, it is impossible to 
achieve the downward jerk-
strokes you normally require 
from a boat; most jerk 
movements in this situation are 
done with sidewards jerks of 
the rod. As slightly longer rod 
casts much better than a stiff 
six-footer, you can just as well 
use longer rods for this 
purpose. For this I have had 
great success with Savage 
Gear’s 6ft 9in. Butch Light with 
a casting weight of 15-50g.

LOW PROFILE
Low profile baitcasters are the 
perfect reel for ultra-light 
jerkbait fishing. These reels lie 
perfectly in your hand, fit well 
with the lighter rods and 
provide good overall balance. 
As you can almost have the reel 
inside your palm, it also gives a 
more direct feeling with the 
movement of the lure, and of 
course, the ability to detect tiny 
bites from wary fish.
 When I started fishing big 
jerkbaits with vertical rods and 
low-profile baitcasters, I 
experimented with lines that 
were very thin compared to 
what most Scandinavians use 
for jerkbait fishing with 12-
18cm lures. The standard line 
here is 0.33-0.35mm braid, but 
I used 0.15-0.17mm Fireline. 
When using big jerkbaits with 
line that thin, just a slight 
overrun and tangle will cause 

your line to break immediately. 
To avoid this I used the new 
Shimano Calais 201 DC with its 
eminent digital brake system 
that makes it almost impossible 
to create an overrun, no matter 
how bad you are at casting with 
a multiplier.
 In the end I found no real 
advantage in going so thin with 
the main line, so I ended up 
with a 0.20-0.22mm braid as a 
good compromise. It is thin 
enough to hold plenty of line 
even on a small low profile reel, 
but still heavy enough to avoid 
breaking in midair if you have an 
overrun. The slightly heavier 
line also gives an extra buffer 
against mechanical abrasion and 
rough boat fishing in general. 
My favourite is 0.21mm Berkley 

Whiplash Clear.
 If you use line over 0.20mm 
diameter and happen to be 
good at casting with multipliers, 
there is no need to buy reels as 
expensive as the Calais 201 DC. 

Left: By mounting a back extension that protrudes horizontally behind the baits, 
you can sometimes improve the hook-up rate. Mount a piece of silicone tube on 
the wire before it is crimped on to the back eye of the lure. In this eye, you can 
mount a small plastic coated steel thread (of the same type you use for closing 
plastic bags). Cut the plastic so it tapers to a point. Right: Insert the plastic coated 
steel thread into the tube to hold the hook in place during cast and retrieve – it 
falls out when playing fish

Left: Fine-tuning with copper or lead wire can balance the bait back to normal 
density Right: The bait can also be balanced back to original density by setting a 
splitshot under the hook – note the knot on the wire to ensure it does not slide off

In this case, you can just as well 
use reels such as ABU Revo 
Inshore, Daiwa Viento, or 
Quantum Energy PTi Baitcaster 
LH, all of which I have had good 
results with. 

All you need for the lighter modifications of your jerkbait

As you can see, there are plenty of ways to get more fun out of you 
jerkbait and lure fishing, and to experience the pike fight in a much more 
exciting way compared to traditional jerkbait tackle. There is no doubt 
that after having fished jerkbaits on light equipment for a long time, I 
would find it very difficult to go back to the traditional heavy jerkbait 
equipment, where you need a 30lb-plus pike just to get close to a decent 
bend in the rod.All you need for the lighter modifications of your jerkbait


